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HOB Cer Tec offers outstanding product advantages with high quality roller materials, Specialroll, Superroll (H) and 

of driving adapters.
HOB Cer Tec gives an unique 100% quality guarantee by automatic laser checking all rollers and a quality seal is 

HOB Cer Tec
with a clear goal of zero defect production. Also there is an excellent customer advisory service provided as well as 
customer training as how to use rollers correctly etc.

HOB Cer Tec

HOB Cer Tec has developed highly innovative products such as Superringroll for the rapid cooling zone and 
Correctoroll to bring tiles back in line.





by continuous roller change during kiln operation
Advantages:
1. Stopping of the kiln and production is no longer necessary in order to clean the rollers
2. Saving of production costs so as to counterbalance rising energy costs
3. More productivity, all sizes and bodies can be made in just one kiln with one roller type.
4. Easier cleaning of rollers due to a harder surface

The increasing competitive pressure on the tile manufacturers compels them to cut their costs and to be more produc

factory’s energy is used, HOB CerTec HYPERROLL and introduced 
HYPERROLL – NG.  

The aim was to continuously replace dirty rollers (tiles sticking) with clean rollers during operation without lowering the 
temperature of the kiln and stopping production.

of the ware.

HYPERROLL – NG

rollers at the full temperature and during operation.  Moreover, HYPERROLL – NG withstands the daily change of the 

HYPERROLL – NG is perfectly resistant to thermal shocks and highly resistant to chemical attack as well.

HYPERROLL – NG can be cleaned more easily by means of a belt grinding machine, thanks to its extreme hardness 

With HYPERROLL – NG
ring the temperature of the kiln.  This procedure is time consuming and expensive, because the kiln needs to be stopped 

All HYPERROLL – NG and other rollers leave the HOB CerTec factory after a very precise laser check which guarantees 
perfect rotation.  They are provided with an inspection report which can be used by the customer as entry control.  Instead 
of just talking about quality, HOB CerTec, guarantee it for each roller shipped.



phenomenon of the tiles being out of line has also increased, starting already in the preheating zone.
As a solution to this problem, HOB CerTec 
made roller with both ends conical and a 3 mm bigger diameter in the middle.  The 3 mm diameter difference in the 

1. All high quality rollers such as HOB CerTec Hyperroll

side), however the tiles nearest the kiln walls run faster due to the slightly larger roller diameters.  The arc line running 

HOB CerTec Correctoroll

the tile edges.  HOB Cer Tec secures safer kiln operation and also improves the tile quality.





The modern roller factory with capacity of  500.000 rollers on a area 
of 22.000 sqm has a very flexible organisation.

Fully computer controlled extruder for precise pressing of rollers. The world largest bell kiln system (1700°C) to fire up to 3.000 rollers in 
one lot to guarantee very stabile tolerances and material properties.

Hob CerTec management team with one shift of workers.

one lot so as to guarantee very stable tolerances and material properties.




